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It is with great pleasure that Wongorotto exhibitions Gallery presents 
'The Bundle' by Lindo Fish. Lindo's pathway to this exhibition has been 
one of optimism and bravery after being faced with the burden of serious 
illness. 'The Bundle ' illustrates Lindo 's journey, o journey documented through 
on arresting body of sculpture and prints. Lindo's artistic achievement is 
momentous. I believe it will be inspirational for many. many others. 
Dianne Mangan 
Director, Wangaratta exhibitions Gallery 
The Healing Eye 
Linda Fish's bronzes and linocuts document her dark encounter with 
cancer and her luminous wonder at the magic of life. When confronted 
with the illness. she chose to continue her studies because she saw her 
art practice as a nourishing rather than taxing task. 
Healing narratives have always been a major stream in artistic stories 
- not surprising since the healer and the artist were combined in 
ancient cultures in the form of the shaman or medicine man/woman. 
In fact in Western culture. doctors and painters share the same patron 
saint in St Luke. The wounded healer is a repeated theme in archetypal 
stories. from the Fisher King in the Grail Myth to Dorothy in the Wizard 
of Oz. whose wound was her fear of loss, signified by the nanie of her 
little dog Toto. which in Latin means 'everything '. She loses and regains 
this everything and in doing so. heals her three companions who are all 
'missing something'. 
The artist has devised a wonderful metaphor for that 'everything ' in her 
bundles. They signify both our loqd in life (of troubles. responsibilities, 
attachments) and that thing we want to 'keep together'- our sense of 
integrity and completeness, which is so often threatened by the 
isolation and fatigue brought about by serious illness. This series was 
initiated by Fish constructing an actual bundle some several metres in 
diameter of textiles and objects belonging to a deceased friend , where 
she tried out the literal 'feel' (both physically and emotionally) of such a 
burden. 
Fish sees the linocuts as the more 'positive' side of her statement- her 
renewed delight at the small wonderful things in life ' such as seeing 
my trees grow'. The eye is used as the central image to give a sense of 
interiority and to encapsulate the idea of ' looking forward ' and 'a new 
way of seeing life'. 
In traditional myth, the hero, usually an unspectacular figure, goe·s 
through a number of fairly predictable stages to this new vision of life. 
Marc Barasch, in his book. The Healing Path, enumerates sixteen 
archetypal stages that are common to hero and healing stories. These 
are: Life crisis. Herald of the journey, Health crisis, Spiritual crisis, Denial. 
Despair, Encounter with the psyche, Vision quest. Identity loss, Social 
separation. Appearance of a helper, Uncovering the roots of the 
predicament. Confrontation with death. Turning point. Rediscovery 
of aliveness, Return to the world. We can see many, if not all of these 
stages in Linda Fish's healing narrative. They represent a journey into the 
self and a transcendence of it so that, in the artist's words we are 
'awakened by cancer'. Of course not all healing narratives end well or 
in a return to full vigour, but Fish 's work points to the possibility of being 
'well ' even in the midst of disease. 
Rodney Forbes 
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